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Planning a surprise Birdday party for Tacky, the penguins are baking, whispering, and wrapping. The party is going to be perfect! But when Tacky's party starts, one thing after another goes hilariously awry. Tacky doesn’t seem to notice. He’s pleased as punch the entire time, and is actually causing most of the ruckus himself. When the surprise entertainment slips mid-dance, Tacky saves the day with his happy-go-lucky attitude, and reminds everyone what it means to just have fun.

Happy Birdday Tacky does an excellent job of teaching readers how to simply go on when things don’t go according to plan. Sometimes making others feel happy, included, and normal is far more important than sticking to regimented schedules and itineraries. When the idea of a party is to simply have fun, everyone will enjoy themselves, no matter how many boxes don’t get ticked and how many cakes get ruined.